
NEXT 7346 Swivel TV mount
Made especially for LG OLED

Discover the specific qualities of the new NEXT 7346. Using the flexible wall bracket, you can turn your OLED TV towards

you in an instant, giving you the perfect picture wherever you are in the room.

Get more out of your OLED TV with the NEXT 7346

Mount your TV on the wall with this flexible Vogel's bracket. Then you can enjoy the perfect picture on your television and

the unequalled convenience that our NEXT 7346 offers you. The bracket and the TV almost seamlessly become

one, making your OLED television even more of an eye-catcher in your interior. An LG OLED television is made to

be mounted: the design is so slim that you can place this TV close to the wall using Vogel's custom made brackets.

This TV wall bracket has been especially designed for LG OLED Series G6, E6, C6 and B6. 

Turn 120

Guarantee Life time

Min. distance to the wall (mm) 72

Min. screen size (inch) 40''

Max. screen size (inch) 65''

Max. screen weight (kg) 30

Hole pattern (mm) Min. 300x200 / Max. 300x200

Min. 400x200 / Max. 400x200



NEXT 7346 Swivel TV mount
Elegance and flexibility in one TV wall mount

Vogel’s NEXT 7346 is designed to endure. It has a clean bold look with graceful lines that creates a unique setting for a TV. It

folds effortlessly against the wall, leaving a minimal amount of space between the mount and the wall. It glides

effortlessly away from the wall  and turns up to 120 degrees. When we created this mount, we put a great bit of

Vogel’s legacy in it. We included our Screen Protection System®, which we invented a few years ago. It protects

your OLED TV from bumping into the wall.

The NEXT Series offers the Smart Movement Mechanism, a patented invention that ensures that you can turn your

screen towards you in an instant. In view of the extremely thin, and therefore slender construction of the OLED

screens, this is a valuable addition from the Vogel's wall bracket.

Create a clean look by concealing your cables from sight with the Vogel’s patented Cable Inlay System®.

Features

- Smoothly turn your TV up to 120°

- Hide all unsightly cables

- Easily level your TV even after installation

- Especially suited to the most recent LG OLED series: LG OLED G6, E6, C6 and B6

- Screen Protection System - Protect your OLED TV from bumping into the wall

- Smart Movement Mechanism - Move your OLED TV with only the touch of a fingertip
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